
Shores of Loci VR narrative puzzle game
launches on Meta Quest 2
Be transported to other dimensions to create visions larger than life

3 NOVEMBER, 2022 – Shores of Loci, the immersive narrative puzzle game, today has launched
on Meta Quest 2 for $14.99.

Meta Quest Store (available for purchase at 10am PT):
https://www.oculus.com/experiences/quest/6574680562603944/

Official Launch Trailer: https://youtu.be/24XLmc3x9RA

Meta Store Trailer: https://youtu.be/80H2m-3SG_w

Created by women-led production studio MikeTeeVee, Shores of Loci transports players to
other dimensions to create visions larger than life. Giants and Villagers need help reclaiming
their lands and rebuilding their homes. Through immersive graphics that harness the power of
VR, players complete the journey creating a universe where puzzled pieces are assembled and
transformed.

Shores of Loci is a single-player game offering peaceful exploration without combat or
enemies. The game is made up of 5 distinct, magical environments, 12 compelling puzzles, and
a cast of lovable and memorable characters. Through 2.5-5 hours of intuitive gameplay, players
solve beautifully crafted 3D puzzles, balanced pacing with difficulty progression. Featuring
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tranquil music and serene sound effects designed for spatial audio, Shores of Loci calms,
soothes, and clears players' minds in an immersive and meditative puzzle experience.

“Creating this first title has been one of the most enjoyable and satisfying projects I have
worked on in my career. The incredible team that we put together has really put all their hearts
and soul into it, and I think the result is beyond our expectations,” said Ellen Utrecht, executive
producer and founder of MikeTeevee.

Developed during the pandemic and designed entirely in the Quest headset, the beautiful and
vastly differing environments in Shores of Loci give players an escape from their homes into
magical worlds with new elements and weather patterns. As an accessible and inclusive
experience, Shores of Loci is for puzzle lovers and anyone who wants to immerse themselves in
new worlds. It is playable for first-time VR users of all ages.

Gameplay Highlights

● Single-player
● 5 distinct environments with more worlds to explore in future chapters and updates
● 12 compelling puzzles with a purpose
● Cast of lovable and memorable characters
● Peaceful exploration without combat or enemies
● 2.5-5 hours of gameplay designed for replayability
● Quarterly puzzle pack updates for user retention and additional revenue
● Immersive 4k VR digital world
● Tranquil music and serene, ASMR sound effects designed for spatial audio and a

relaxed gameplay
● Haptic feedback
● Accessible to all ages and can be played sitting or standing

Press Kit link:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/15QegF3ME6i4txGPBLq6Q34t6jrsjnxlM?usp=sharing

Press can contact meta@mightypr.com to request review codes and guide, and developer
interview requests

- END -

About MikeTeeVee

MikeTeevee, located in Los Angeles and Amsterdam, was founded in 2011 and is a female-run
production company. Our award-winning team has a deep passion for entertainment and
harnessing the power of emergent digital platforms to create truly unforgettable content
experiences. Shores of Loci is the studio’s first VR title, the culmination of decades of
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storytelling craft, love, and passion, translated in an immersive and interactive world.
MikeTeeVee hopes to continue developing and releasing similar puzzle games that positively
impacts its players.

● Contact:  loci@miketeevee.com
● Official Website: https://shoresofloci.com/
● Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/shoresofloci/?hl=en
● Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQUygFq2AS1krUm91Y9ZYjA
● Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ShoresofLoci
● TikTok: https://www.tiktok.com/@shoresofloci?_t=8X0DaLlDc8w&_r=1
● Twitter: https://twitter.com/ShoresofLoci
● Pinterest: https://nl.pinterest.com/ShoresofLoci/
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